Oil Pattern Distance 38
Reverse Brush Drop 32
Forward Oil Total 14.96 mL
Reverse Oil Total 9.6 mL
Oil Per Board 40 ul
Volume Oil Total 24.56 mL
Tank Configuration N/A
Tank A Conditioner FIRE
Tank B Conditioner ICE

Cleaner Ratio Main Mix 4:1
Cleaner Ratio Back End Mix 4:1
Cleaner Ratio Back End Distance 59
Buffer RPM: 4 = 720 | 3 = 500 | 2 = 200 | 1 = 50

Designed for FLEX | TAJ MAHAL - 3438 |
Known as the Crown of Palaces, this Challenge Series pattern is also a wide crown-shaped pattern at 38'; in length. Because of the "not too long and not too short" length of this oil pattern, along with being dome like in shape, this...